INTRODUCTION
Many laboratories have analyzed organelle and/or plasmid genomes of circular structure. And it is natural and effective to draw a circular map to express accumulated results 1 ' 2) . There are many hand tools and computer applications to illustrate such a map. However, there is no efficient tool running on PC systems that translates results given in numbers and letters to an illustration automatically. The PostScript 3 ' developed by Adobe Systems is an well-accepted programming language to develop printing image(s) independently from output devices. Thus, programming translator, that translate given results to PS expressions, can be better solution to our requirement.
DEVELOPING THE SYSTEM System design
A circular map is ordinary composed with several components such as line, arc with or without edges, arrow and strings along with radius or arc. And these components should be placed at critical or suitable positions and directions with required conditions of size, color and style. We have designed the system to be enough flexible on manipulating characteristics of the component as independently as possible. This design is useful to draw a lot of components that have nearly the same conditions except specific one to each drawing. According to the system design, we have developed PS definitions to draw components, including title, and those to set conditions. And the translator program imports definitions of necessity to generate PS file for the map. The PS file is a text file and you can edit it on an editor to add, modify or delete component(s).
Software requirements
The system requires following software on the PC system to generate the PS file. Text editor: Preparing data file in defined format, and editing generated PS file if needed. AWK execution: Perform translation program of current version written in AWK.
PS interpreter:
View and check the generated and/or edited PS file on the screen. The PS file can be sent to a printer equipped with PS interpreter for final printing, however, conversion of the file to Portable Document Format (PDF) is more practical because of wider selection of output device and size.
Data format
You have to give results to the translator program in defined format especially with tags those lead value(s) or data block. Here is an example list showing structure of a data file for the translation with basal tags, and final output is shown in Fig. 1 A sharp introduces a comment even if it is located within a line and expression(s) there after has no effect on the translation. The first word in a line begin with slash is defined tag, and related data, if required, should be given in the same line. Name within brackets is a filename to be included. In the above example, several tags and related values for drawing conditions are listed in the file named 'parameter'. Tags /IRb and /IRa are designed for genomes which have large inverted repeats like those of chloroplasts.
With these values, program calculates the start angle for the sequence to give a map of symmetric shape. Using /Offset tag, you can give the start position and direction of the map. When you give '/Offset 90-' start position is taken at the top of circle and direction to be clockwise.
RNA editing sites in tobacco, Nicotiana tabacum
Chloroplast DNA Fig.l The map generated by the translator program with additional editing showing RNA editing sites so far determined in tobacco chloroplast genome 4) .
The /Genes tag begins the gene data block where each line composed with gene name and paired numbers for starting and ending positions. In the case oirpoC2, as the starting position is greater than the ending one, the gene is drawn inside of the base circle. The petB is given two pairs of numbers for two exons of the gene. As starting positions are smaller than ending ones in this case, gene is drawn outside of the circle and the two exons are tied up. The program processes gene name at suitable position and direction, and asterisk is given to gene including intron(s). But, you have to edit the PS file when additional letters are required for name(s) like '(9')' appended to ndhB. The /Arrows tag starts data block for arrow drawing. Position and direction, 1 and -1 for outer and inner respectively, should be given a line where width and height of arrow are defined with another tags. Using /Title tag followed by words to be printed, you can give title line(s) of the map. The program calculates vertical position of each line based on the font size defined by another tag. Giving slashes at both sides of the word(s), you can print the word(s) in italic. Slash itself can be printed when it is given with preceding backslash.
Further development
Although we have developed PS definitions and tags enough for drawing maps of genomes so far treated, the system is open for coming definitions and tags which are needed with special interest(s). All the tags for translation along with PS definitions for the current version of program are shown elsewhere. For the easier maintenance and adaptation of the program to expanded requirements, current version of translator program is written in AWK.
